Privacy Policy of Vigier Holding AG and its
branches (hereinafter referred to as
“VIGIER”)
The business activities of VIGIER are generally geared towards the Swiss internal market. However,
business partners may also be domiciled in other European countries. VIGIER therefore applies the
new European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to all of its customers.
The following rules apply:
In order to maintain business relationships, VIGIER saves publicly accessible company data as well as
personally provided or approved personal data, including names, functions, telephone numbers and
e-mail addresses, at VIGIER. It treats this data in the strictest confidence.
VIGIER erases unused data after the expiry of the statutory retention period without notifying the
data subjects.
In some cases, VIGIER conducts web analyses on its Internet sites and also uses the Google Analytics
web analysis tool. In doing so, it records visitor data. The data of companies and individuals is not
disclosed to any third parties. Exceptions are made exclusively on the basis of mandatory official
orders or court proceedings.
The files containing personal data are saved on in-house machines/servers at our data centres in
Switzerland and abroad. These are protected and located in access-restricted areas. A small and
clearly defined group of people have access to the machines and, where applicable, the electronic
backups. Those individuals with access authorisation are subject to confidentiality requirements.
Upon request and after proving their identity, external individuals are informed about which data
about them has been recorded. They can amend this data at any time.
External individuals can request the complete erasure of their data at any point. Their data is also
erased on backups and can no longer be reconstructed at a later time. As a result of this revocation,
access to the VIGIER website will, where applicable, also be blocked.
In instances in which the service provided by VIGIER necessitates the transfer of data abroad, the
principal will be informed in advance. This affects, for example, measurement data from specialist
units for concrete applications, raw material analyses and fuel measurements. The foreign VIGIER
contractor is only permitted to use information to perform its mandate and is obligated to comply
with the VIGIER Privacy Policy.
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